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The Institute for Mergers, Acquisitions & Alliances is proud
to present an exclusive two-day Valuation Training with
Valuation expert Prof. Aswath Damodaran
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PROF. ASWATH DAMODARAN
Prof. Aswath Damodaran is a Professor of Finance at the Stern School of Business
and a renown expert for valuation.

TEACHING & EDUCATION

PUBLICATIONS

Aswath Damodaran is the Kerschner Family Chair Professor of

His research interests lie in valuation, portfolio management and

Finance at the Stern School of Business at New York University.

applied corporate finance. He has published papers in the Journal

He received his MBA and PhD from the University of California

of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, the Journal of Financial

in Los Angeles. He teaches the corporate finance and valuation

Economics and the Review of Financial Studies. He has published

courses in the MBA and executive programs. Being at NYU since

several books on valuation and on corporate finance.

1986 he has received the Stern School of Business Excellence in
Teaching Award.
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INSTITUTE FOR MERGERS,
ACQUISITIONS AND ALLIANCES
ABOUT US

imaa

The Institute for Mergers, Acquisitions and Allainces (IMAA) is a
non-profit think tank on M&A that has been set up more than a decade ago. Today we have research and training activities in Europe,
North America and Asia. We have assembled a global faculty pool and
knowledge in developed and emerging markets as well as cross-border
transactions.

Institute for Mergers,
Acquisitions & Alliances

OPEN TRAININGS
Our programs and trainings are designed not only to cover the
theoretical concepts of M&A, but also provide practical knowledge and real-world case studies. Constructed by leading faculty
members and M&A experts from the industry in a multi-year
effort, IMAA’s programs and trainings are globally oriented to
provide a holistic and non-country specific approach to M&A
education Our Institute is proud to have gained the number one
expert in the field of valuation as a faculty member for our executive education and to be chosen and trusted by Prof. Damodaran
as a bestin-class partner.
Prof. Aswath Damodaran with Prof. Christopher Kummer

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
Based on our frameworks and the Body of Knowledge for Mergers & Acquisitions, the Institute has started and runs three distinct certificate programs
and desginations. Each certificate program is designed to address the individual needs of all career level professionals already working within M&A or looking
to break into the industry. In addition, all of the certificates are available to
take online, and the IM&A program is also available to take onsite at one of our
training locations.
• IM&A: International Mergers & Acquisitions Expert
• M&AP: Mergers & Acquisitions Professional
• CPMI: Certified Post Merger Integration Professional
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BE INSPIRED BY
PROF. DAMODARAN
„Valuation is not a Science.
Valuation is not an Art.
Valuation is a Craft.“
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TRAINING WITH
SUBSTANCE
TRAINING CONTENT
The objective of the training is to provide the fundamentals of each
approach to valuation, together with limitations and caveats on the
use of each, as well as extended examples of the application of each.
At the end of the seminar, participants should be able to:
• Value any kind of firm in any market, using discounted cash low
models (small and large, private and public)
• Value a firm using multiples and comparable firms
• Analyze and critique the use of multiples in valuation
• Value firms in special situations, e.g. distressed or start ups
• Estimate the effect on value of restructuring a firm.

DAY 1

DAY 2
On the second day, the following issues in valuation are explored:
• Cash, Cross holdings and other assets
• The Value of Control, Synergy and Transparency
• The Liquidity Discount
• Employee Stock Options Challenges in Valuation
• Valuing young, growth companies
• Valuing mature companies in transition
• Valuing declining and distressed companies
• Valuing cyclical companies
• Valuing commodity companies
• Valuing financial service companies
• Valuing private businesses
• Relative Valuation
• Deconstructing multiples
• Comparable company valuation

Topics on the first day of the training are:
• The Discounted Cash Flow Model
• Setting up the Model
• The Big Picture of DCF Valuation
• Valuation Examples
• The Discount Rate Question
• Risk premiums and Betas
• The Cost of Debt
• Estimating Cash Flows
• Estimating Growth Rates
• Estimating Growth Patterns
• The Terminal Value
• Closing Thoughts on DCF valuation
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WHO ATTENDS?
BY FUNCTIONS & TITLES
The mix of valuation techniques and applications provided
in this training has attracted a widely diverse audience in
our past trainings. In particular, it is useful for
• Chief Executive Officers, Board Members and Business
owners who are valuating their business for public offering, sale or other reasons.
• Chief Financial Officers and other corporate financial
staff, who want to understand the details of valuation,
either because they are planning acquisitions or are interested in value enhancement strategies for their firms.
• Head of Business Development, Strategy and M&A and
other employees involved in
these activities.
• Chartered Accountants, Investment Bankers and Management Consultants involved in mergers and acquisitions, who would like to acquire a wider repertoire of
valuation skills.
• Equity research analysts, who are interested in examining
alternatives to the multiples that they use or the linkage
to discounted cash flow models.
• Portfolio Managers who are interested in the effects of
corporate restructuring on firm value, and the implications for portfolio management.
• Investors such as Business Angels, Venture Capital, Private Equity, and Family Offices.

INTERNATIONAL MIX
Our key focus for this training is to primarily attract
participants from Switzerland. Usually there is also a
number of international participants that sign up as
well which makes our trainings a unique and great experience. In this region, people from the following countries have attended our trainings in the past: Austria,
Belgium, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Canada,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Poland, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Turkey, Russia, United Kingdom, and the United States.

KEY FACTS
• Location: Munich
• Full two days taught
by Prof. Damodaran
• Certificate by IMAA
and signed by
Prof. Damodaran
• ca. 200 participants
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NETWORKING &
DIALOGUE
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR NETWORKING
Networking and building connections in any business or industry is important and therefore our onsite trainings provide an
excellent platform for this. Through the diverse mix of participants in terms of level, industry, and nationality there are
great opportunities to do so.

ENGAGE IN DIALOGUE
Not only do the participants have opportunities to engage in
dialogue with each other, but also with faculty and instructors. Participants are able to ask the questions relevant to their
profession, and receive diverse feedback and exchange ideas to
increase their knowledge and expertise. The participants have
also opporuntities to engage in dialogue with other participants but also with faculty and instructors.
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REGISTER NOW
TRAINING LOCATION
The training will take place in the BWM World in Munich (Am Olympiapark 1, 80809 Munich) which can be reached conventiently from
airport, by car, and by public transportation.

PARTICIPATION FEE
As a non-profit research and training institute we care about substance with the generous support of our sponsors and to
make this training affordable, we offer this 2 days training with Prof. Damodaran teaching with plenty of food for thought
and networking opportunities at low rates:
Early Bird: EUR 1‘750*
Regular Price: EUR 1‘950
Book now at: https://imaa-institute.org/damodaran
All prices are plus VAT. Group discounts are available. * The early bird offer ends 30 June 2017.

CONTACT
For questions and enquiries please contact:

imaa

Institute for Mergers,
Acquisitions & Alliances

Caroline Kummer
e-mail: caroline.kummer@imaa-institute.org
Phone: +41 44 586 75 99
Bellerivestrasse 20, 8008 Zurich, Switzerland
www.imaa-institute.org

